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Overview

First time buyer numbers have grown in the last 5 years
Analysis by Hometrack shows that first time buyers of new and existing homes accounted
for 36% of all housing sales in the UK in 2016 compared to 26% in 2011.
And the Department for Communities and Local Government has given the following profile descriptions of first time buyers:

Average age
in years

32

Increase in the highest income quintile

1995-96

First time buyer profile

90%

Working full time

2015-16

24%
33%

2015-2016

Proportion of
first time buyer
households with
dependent children

2005-06
2015-16

75%

23%
37%

Source: English Housing Survey 2015 – 2016, Department for Communities and Local Government

are joint
owners

66%
are in the
two highest
income bands
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Overview
Triggers and barriers

Property

•

Making a mark on their own place
is the key trigger, along with not
wanting to ‘waste’ money renting

•

On average the price of a first
property is £212k

•

•

Getting married and having
children can often be the
final spark

However, those still looking
believe they’ll buy for £167k

•

The average property prices vary
from £164k in the North to £387k
in London

•

For this they are looking for semidetached, 2–3 beds with a good
sized garden

•

The least important criteria is the
type of property (new / existing)
and this along with the garden will
be the compromise to achieve the
all important right location. Which
is ideally within a 10 mile radius of
family and a 5 mile radius of where
they currently live

•

Familiarity, safe neighbourhood
and easy commute are the key
determinants of location

•

Struggling to save and not having
a steady job are the main reasons
for first time buyers falling out of
the market

Type of property
•

61% of buyers will buy a new build
next time

•

Those lost are due to size of
rooms / walls, being hard to get,
poor after sales service, price and
lack of quality spec

This seems due to negative
perceptions of size of room and
thickness of walls, being overpriced and too uniform

•

Existing homes are liked for
their size of rooms, character
and their potential to re-work
and re-organise

But for buyers these downsides
are outweighed by the schemes,
convenience, predictability of
costs and how organised it makes
the buying process

•

17% appreciate the expertise and
good advice from estate agents
during the process

•

38% say they’d prefer a new build,
26% an existing property, the
others have no preference

•

31% go on to buy a new build,
so those with no preference are
being pulled to existing properties

•

•
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The process

Finance

•

On average it takes first time
buyers 2 years to save the deposit
and 9 months to find/buy a
property

•

The average deposit is £21.3k,
but with big regional differences:
£17.2k in the North to £32.1k
in London

•

Portals and online calculators
dominate at the start of
the journey

•

82% are saving for their own
deposit, and a third are given
money by parents

•

In fact 65% first saw the property
they bought on a portal

•

61% find gathering a
deposit difficult

•

Only 25% of first time buyers
contact an estate agent at the start
of the journey, while over half go to
their family for advice

•

Getting a mortgage is seen as
easier than saving for a deposit.
Although a perception / reality
gap exists, as only 37% of
intenders think this will be easy vs
67% of first time buyers who
have purchased who found it easy

Schemes
•

90% are aware of schemes and
46% have used them

•

This is predominantly the HTB ISA,
which is also seen as the most useful

•

There is limited knowledge and
understanding of equity loans,
mortgage guarantees and lifetime ISA’s
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Property –
a display
of identity

9

A desire amongst first time buyers to make their own mark on a
property is the key trigger
Along with not wanting to spend money renting.
Triggers to buying (%)

52

I didn’t want to spend money on renting
I just thought I was at the age when I
should own my own place

34

I have a steady job now and feel able
to take on buying property

34

I am having / want children and so
want to own a property

31

I was getting married / moving in
with my partner

21

My career was going well. I wanted
to invest the money I was earning
I was given / inherited money and
decided to put it towards a home
I had to move out of my parents’ place

“I want somewhere I
can decorate just as
I want, put my own
stamp on it ”

65

I wanted a place I could make my own

18

“My parents gave
me money to avoid
inheritance tax and told
me I have to use it for
a deposit ”
Intender, London

13
10

Intender, Leeds

23% among those living at home

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q2a: Which, if any, of these describe why you want / wanted to buy a property? | Base: Total sample n = 1004
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Women in the
driving seat

11

Some significant differences between the genders
Men are more are reactive in their property searching,
whilst women are more proactive and likely to drive the process

“I wanted a place I could make my own”
“I had to move out of my parents’ home”

“I didn’t want to spend money on renting”
“I have / am having children”
“I was given some money”

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q2a: Which, if any of these describe why you want / wanted to buy a property? | Base: Men 384, women 529

More women are engaged in the property search and are
more likely to be the driving force than men
Profile of first time buyers (%)

62

Women

14

20–24

30

30–34

“I’m not sure of the
exact process, to be
honest, my girlfriend
did a lot of that”

15

35–39

Single

Female new build buyer,
Greater London

34

25–29

40–45

7

Male new build buyer,
Leeds

28

Co-habiting /
Married
Children
No children

“As soon as we got
engaged, I dragged my
mum to Santander the next
day, to work out what we
could afford”

38

Men

70
47

“My boyfriend’s been
hopeless. His parents
have given him 2 years
to move out ”
Female intender,
Greater London

53

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | S1: Firstly, please tell us a bit about yourself. How old are you? Q34: Are you single or co-habiting / married?
Q35: Do you have any children? | Base: Total sample n = 1004
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The integral role
of the family

Over half of first time buyers turn to their family for advice
This, along with looking at portals, is a key first step.
Actions at the start of the process (%)

87

81

“The first thing we did
was a round table
discussion with both sets
of parents to talk about
what we should do”

74
59

54

50

Male buyer,
Leeds

43
25

25

24

24

24

19

18
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Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q4: Which of the following have you done / did you do during your property search? | Base: Purchasers who had done each action
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Portals –
a constant point
of reference
throughout
the journey

The journey for first time buyers includes heavy use
of property portals throughout

Property portals used throughout the 2 year 9 month process to buy

Trigger

Talk, search
and arrive at
a figure

Searching portals
to work out what
they can afford. Seek
advice / support
from parents

See financial
expert

Research
schemes

Serious
saving and
browsing
search

Looking on portals
fairly frequently
(couple of times
a week)

Serious
search

Buy

Searching on
portals frequently
(several times a
day) and booking
viewings online

17

Saving is expected to take 2 years on average and finding a
property happens in 9 months
For purchasers it took longer to save a deposit than intenders think it will take
Number of months process expected to take
Saving for a deposit

26
Purchasers

Average total

24 months

22
Intenders

Finding and buying property

9
Purchasers
9
Intenders

Average total

9 months

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q7: How long do you think saving / gathering together the deposit will take you? If you’ve already
bought, how long did it take you? Q8: And how long do you think finding and buying a property will take, once you have the finances? If you’ve already bought,
how long did it take you? | Base: Total sample n = 1004, Purchasers 475, Intenders 529
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Familiarity
drives location

19

Location is the most important criteria, followed by
number of bedrooms
Criteria ranked as most important (%)

32

The specific location

29

The number of bedrooms

18

The type of property (ie apartment / house, etc)

9

Outdoor space / garden

5

Type of build (new build / existing home)

Amenities close by

2

“The most important
thing was being
no more than 10
minute walk from
my partner’s kids”
Active intender,
Leeds

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q15a: Looking at the criteria below, please rank them in order of importance
to you when you are / were looking for a property | Base: Total sample n = 1004

The search is driven by familiarity, a safe neighbourhood
and easy commuting
Search area size

20

Reasons for search area (%)

43

It’s an area I’m familiar with

19

42

Be in a safe neighbourhood
To make the commute
to work easy

13
9

9

6

Be near family

36

Be near work

36

0

Be near good schools
and nurseries

<1

Be near particular shops
and other amenities

1–2

3–5

6 – 10
Mile(s)

11 – 20

21 – 50

50 +

Be in a particular community
Not ideal but I could afford
what I wanted

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q13a: How big was the area you are / were looking for a property in?
Q13b: What are / were the main reasons for looking in the location(s) you are / were looking in? | Base: Total sample n = 1004
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28
21
17
14

21

The search area for the majority is within 10 miles of close
family and where they currently live
Search area distance from current home

Search area distance from family

59%

62%

25

24
18

18

15
10
7

<1

1–2

13

13

11

3–5

6 – 10
Mile(s)

11 – 20

21 – 50

8

50 +

10
7

<1

6
1–2

3–5

6 – 10

11 – 20

21 – 50

50 +

Mile(s)

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q14: How far away is the area you are/ were looking from where you currently live / lived before you bought?
Q14A: How far away is the area you are / were looking from any close family? | Base: Total sample n = 1004
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The reality gap –
a missing £45k

23

Those currently looking expect to buy for £167k,
but purchasers end up spending an average of £212k
Perhaps this reality gap is why 42% of first time buyers have put their plans on hold.

Average spend / expected spend (£k)

313
“I started some
research but put it on
hold for the moment,
as not sure I can buy
right now”

240
188

Total

212
167

Purchasers

Intenders

140

North

158

Female intender,
London

Mids

South

London

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q11: Roughly what is / was the budget you have / had for buying a property? | Base:
Total sample n = 1004, 474, 529, 288, 283, 433 170
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The devil
of a deposit

25

On average first time buyers need a deposit of £21k
Those in London need almost double those in the North. With 82% needing to save
themselves, the majority are finding it a struggle.
Average deposit needed (rounded to nearest £100)

32,100

61%
Saved ourselves

25,100
21,300

Saving for
a deposit is
difficult

82%

19,700
17,200

Inherited

13%
Total

North

Mids

South

Given money
by parents

34%

London

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q23: Roughly how much do you / did you need to gather together for the deposit? Q24:
How easy is it / was it to gather together the money for the deposit? Base: Total sample n = 1004
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The evolution
of estate agents

27

Renters of today are buyers of tomorrow
63% of first time buyers rent before they buy. They often don’t recognise the value estate
agents can provide in the buying process as their perceptions are lower than those who
haven’t previously rented.
Where first time buyers live before buying

Perceptions of estate agents
Lived / living in rented

28

With family
With friends

65

63

In a rented property

2

Lived / living with family

43

50

46

55

36

Positive

Neutral /open

Negative

Eg ‘They offer expert
advice’ and ‘They offer
good advice through
the whole process’

Eg ‘Some offer better
service than others’

Eg ‘They are
sometimes a bit too
pushy’ and ‘They need
to focus more on my
needs and interests’

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | S10. Where do you live currently (or if you’ve already bought – where did you live before you bought…)
Q22. Which of the following statements apply to how you feel about estate agents? | Base: Total sample 1004 , Renters 628, Family 164
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New homes for a
new generation

29

There is a preference for new builds amongst first time buyers
Not all first time buyers manage to buy. Having bought, over a third are likely to then fall out
of the new build market when buying subsequently.
Type of build consideration
I only consider a new build home

8%

I strongly prefer a new build home but
consider existing home too

17%

I slightly prefer a new build home but
consider existing home too

13%

I have no preference either way

33%

38%

prefer new build

31%
of purchasers
bought a new
build

61%
I slightly prefer an existing home but
consider new build too

9%

I strongly prefer an existing home but
consider new build too

11%

I only consider an existing home

26%

prefer resale

of new build
purchasers
would buy new
build again

6%

Don’t know (3%)
Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q16: Which of the following statements best describes you? | Base: Total sample n = 1004

New build buyers feel these properties are designed for people
just like them
New builds, along with the schemes, convenience and predictability they offer, make them
very attractive.
Perceptions of new builds (amongst new build buyers %)
“We wanted to live
32
in a show home – all
30
singing, all dancing”
29
New build purchaser,
29
Leeds
29
27
25
24
“I loved that we put the
23
£1,000 deposit down and
then had a year to save and
22

They are really suited to people my age
There are good schemes available
They are extremely convenient
Maintenance and running costs are predictable
They make buying very organised
They are designed for someone like me
They make the choices very easy
They have small rooms and thin walls
Good sales service
They are hard to get, they go so quickly

19
18
17

They are over priced for what they are
Not made to a high quality spec
They all look too similar
You can’t personalise them
No potential to develop them

14
12

sort the mortgage, knowing
exactly what it would cost”
New build purchaser,
Greater London

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q17: Which of the following statements apply to how you feel about new build homes? | Base: New build buyers 147

31

However, among the total sample negative perceptions of size,
uniformity and price dominate
Perceptions of new builds (amongst total sample %)
39
38

They have small rooms and thin walls
They are over-priced for what they are

34

They all look too similar and uniform

28

There are good schemes available

23
22
20
20
20
18
17
17
16
15

Not made to high quality spec
They are extremely convenient
They are really suited to people my age
Maintenance and running costs are predictable
They are hard to get, they go so quickly
There is no potential to develop them
They make buying very organised
They make the choices very easy
They are designed for someone like me
You can’t make them personal
Good sales service

“I may consider if
they used a few
more bricks”
Active intender,
Leeds

11

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q17: Which of the following statements apply to how you feel about new build homes?
Base: Total sample n = 1004, new build buyers 147
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Uncertain times
sparking a need
for certainty

33

Majority say political / economic factors have no impact on
decision to buy
However they are having more of a negative than positive impact overall, and do seem to be
impacting how first time buyers want to finance.

Impact of political and economic factors (among intenders)

Positive impact

8%

7%

18%

15%

“I decided to get a
5 year fixed interest
instead of 2 years”
Existing home purchaser,
Birmingham

No impact

59%

Negative impact

27%

Don’t know

73%

43%

41%

29%

34%

13%

7%

7%

10%

10%

Brexit

The general election
on 8 June

The state of
the economy

Interest rates

Source: ZPG research conducted by Monkey See, May 2017 | Q33: Did any of the following have an impact on your decision to buy? Base: Intenders 529
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Key considerations
and methodology
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Key considerations

Property - a display
of identity

Women in the
driving seat

For first time buyers being able to
put their mark on their new home
depends on what they are looking
to buy. Imagining the opportunities
for renovations and refurbishments
for existing properties, and how
decorations for new builds can address
their concerns about uniformity, helps
the decision process.

More often than expected women
influence the final purchase decision
and are the key driver during the
buying process. Getting to know
your target demographic and what is
important to them when looking for a
property helps inform your marketing
messages and approach.

The integral role
of the family

Portals – a constant point
of reference

Estate agents and developers who
firmly establish themselves as experts
in the local property market, and who
share expertise that can’t be sought
elsewhere, can help first time buyers
during the purchase decision process.
First time buyers seek advice from
family and friends who have been
through the process before. But they
will also more likely engage with
property professionals who add value
and contribute relevant, useful and
informative insights. A buyer today is
potentially a future vendor.

First time buyers clearly value the
importance of property portals, and
are increasingly engaging with portals
throughout the research, search and
buying process. The more exposure you
have for your vendors’ properties and
your agency brand plus local expertise
on portals throughout the property
search journey, the more likely you will
drive leads and enquiries.
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Key considerations

Familiarity drives location
First time buyers tend to seek
property in areas they know and that
are close to their family. Property
professionals who intimately know
the local area and market effectively
to their target audience clearly
demonstrate expertise to
potential buyers.

The reality gap –
a missing £45k
Often first time buyers have unrealistic
expectations of affordability. Buyers
value transparency from property
professionals who set and manage
realistic expectations from the start,
build stronger and more trusting
relationships with customers.

The devil of a deposit
Almost two thirds of first time
buyers struggle to save for a deposit.
Property professionals that inform
purchasers of potential schemes that
help them to save, plus to buy, add
value and further demonstrate
their expertise.

The evolution of
estate agents
First time buyers who previously
rented tend to have a lower perception
of the value an estate agent can offer
during the purchase process than those
who previously lived with their parents.
Agencies with a lettings function that
provide a strong customer service
experience to tenants usually form
more valued relationships with
potential future buyers.
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Key considerations

New homes for a
new generation

Uncertain times sparking
a need for certainty

There is a preference for new build
properties amongst first time
buyers. However, there are still
concerns around size, uniformity
and price. Marketing messages and
communications from property
professionals that focus on the many
benefits of new builds, and how
buyers can put their own mark on the
property through furnishings, help
address these concerns.

Whilst political and economic factors
are causing some uncertainty amongst
first time buyers, the majority say
they won’t let this affect their plans
to purchase. Property is still seen as
a strong investment and industry
professionals who showcase their
expertise and provide trusted advice
during the decisioning process helps
reinforce the security that investing in
property can bring.

Methodology - the research combined qualitative
and quantitative

Qualitative
To obtain an in depth
knowledge and understanding
of first time buyers and
uncover new and interesting
areas to explore

Quantitative
To validate qualitative findings
giving a robustness and
covering all regions
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Qualitative depth interviews

Sample

Description

Recent buyers (in last 6 months)

50% had bought a new home, and 50% a re-sale home
Currently actively looking (and have looked at properties)

Current intenders
Consider new or re-sale home
Would like to buy first property in next 1 – 2 years
Longer term intenders
Would consider new or re-sale home
They were a mix of men, women and ages, located in London Zones 2 / 3 (around Ladbroke Grove), London
commuter belt (Boreham Wood), Birmingham and Leeds
50% of interviews (Birmingham and Leeds) were conducted by telephone, and 50% of interviews (London) were
face to face

Quantitative interviews
A 15 minute online interview was conducted to a 1,000 sample of people aged 20-45.
All were first time buyers that had bought in the last 2 years or hoped to buy in the next 2 years.
Loose quotas applied to ensure a spread of gender, age, region and socio-economic group.

Sample (%)

53

Intender

Purchaser

47

43

